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Report summary: the race to solve Africa’s last major Internet bottleneck

 For the past two decades, the availability of affordable terrestrial fibre 
capacity has been one of the biggest obstacles to the development of the 
African Internet, a problem so complex few markets have managed to 
solve it, and many despairingly looked like they never might. 

 Other digital infrastructure barriers have been gradually removed; but the 
terrestrial capacity infrastructure gap has persisted, stubbornly sustaining 
a growing African digital divide, one that sees 80%-90% of Internet traffic, 
usage and benefits accrue to urban, coastal cities, while the African interior 
remains woefully underpenetrated. 

 There is now urgency. Long regarded as an established, if not crippling 
feature in the structure of the African Internet, the terrestrial fibre gap was 
increasingly looking like a systemic digital development risk. 

 Things are changing. The need to support 4G and FTTH network coverage 
and prepare for 5G is transforming metro capacity requirements. Data 
center operators, cloud providers and global hyperscale Internet companies 
are upending demand models. 

 Private fibrecos such as Liquid Telecom are building extensive cross-country 
fibre networks. Others, like Dark Fibre Africa and CSquared, are reimagining 
African metro fibre models and upsetting traditional pricing approaches. 
And a wide array of China-funded fibre backbone projects are transforming 
the African wholesale fibre landscape.

 This report, the outcome of years of accumulated research, data, and 
insights, provides an unprecedented view into the dynamics underpinning 
the African terrestrial fibre market. It is also about how, and where to 
generate investor value in this mishmash of opportunity and risk. And 
finally, and perhaps, most of all, it is about whether Africa will, at last, solve 
the mother of all bottlenecks, and what this means for individual countries’ 
ability to partake in the next industrial revolution. 

 The report explores key questions surrounding the African terrestrial 
market, including the state of the current infrastructure, the nature and 
size of leased metro fibre demand, the scale and impact of government 
debt-funded fibre backbones, the evolution of metro pricing models, and 
what, at long last, Nigeria needs to do to unleash its considerable fibre 
potential. 

 A reference report for all stakeholders and investors in the African 
connectivity and Internet infrastructure markets.
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Sample key points explored in this report

The insights derived from our research on terrestrial fibre markets are distilled in this report, covering critical key questions and points, 
including:

 Why the buildout of backbones and the densification of the African metro is now a matter of urgency
 Why African terrestrial fibre economics have historically been so complicated, and what’s being done to fix them
 How African metro geographic economics make the metro fibre case harder
 Which wholesale metro markets carry the most upside
 The state of the African fibre infrastructure; how much has been deployed, and by whom 
 The African fibre deficit: how much additional infrastructure the continent needs to meet optimal broadband coverage targets, and 

which markets have the biggest deficits
 What is the size of demand for leased metro fibre capacity, and our long term projections
 What is the impact of global Internet providers on African demand for capacity
 What is the impact of data centers on metro fibre demand
 What has been the impact of government backbones on fibre market dynamics
 The weight of Chinese capital on African fibre buildout
 Which government backbones are true broadband catalysts – and which run the risk of turning into white elephants
 What, in our view, governments can do to maximize their backbone investments
 Who the strongest investment plays are today, in the African terrestrial fibre market
 What specifically makes Liquid Telecom, Dark Fibre Africa and CSquared stand out in this space
 Why we say the African terrestrial fibre deficit has indeed been a market failure – but a government failure too
 Why we say the South African fibre market is ripe for consolidation – and who the acquirers and targets might be
 How Nigerian terrestrial fibre is being held back – and what should be done to fix it
 How Zambia may be small – but a good example of using competition to drive fibre uptake
 And much, much more..

The Corporate/Premium versions of this report include more than 40 supporting charts and data points in Excel format, and/or access to the 
Xalam terrestrial fibre market visualization dashboards (See Report Specs).
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Markets & Companies Covered

Markets Covered 
with Good Depth

This report focuses on Sub-Saharan Africa at a broad level, with countries covered at varying levels of depth. More than 25 countries and 50+ companies are 
mentioned in this report. The list below highlights countries and companies covered in depth, or with some regularity. 

Companies 
Mentioned*

 Airtel
 Axione
 BCN Nigeria
 BCS
 Broadband Infraco
 Broadbased Nigeria
 Camtel
 Cell C
 Csquared

 South Africa
 Kenya
 Nigeria
 Ghana
 Ivory Coast
 Cameroon
 Senegal
 Tanzania
 Zambia
 Zimbabwe

 The report includes detailed profiles for South Africa, Nigeria and Zambia (see Table of 
Contents)

 Another 10-15 countries are mentioned, with varying levels of depth.

 Dark Fibre Africa
 Facebook
 FibreCo
 Fibrecom
 Huawei
 I H S
 Liquid Telecom
 MainOne
 Maroc Telecom

 MTN
 Orange
 Phase III
 SCPT
 Seacom
 Soliton Telmec
 Telkom SA
 Vodacom
 Zamtel

*Mentioned multiple times
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 A powerful, AWS-based, interactive 
visualization tool - that transforms how 
you see and absorb African market data

 Combining years of extensive research, 
data collection, African fibre and colo 
market analysis and modelling with the 
latest analytics technology

 Flexible access options – 30-day or one 
year – available as part of premium 
report package, or separately*

 See terrestrial fibre data at country, metro level
 Get full detail on estimated wholesale demand – total sites, 

4G/5G sites, fibre sites, data center demand and more
 Filter the data interactively, use maps to visualize metros
 Benchmark wholesale fibre market size and metro fibre pricing 

across 20+ markets

The analysis in this report is powered by the Xalam Africa terrestrial fibre dashboards

 Request a demo today – hello@xalamanalytics.com*Applies to premium package reports purchased directly from Xalam Analytics only; all rights reserved. 
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A more focused, more specialized business – and the rise of state-owned fibre

Numbers refer to Sub-Saharan Africa only
Sources: Xalam Analytics estimates 

 The African terrestrial fibre market has undergone
significant transformation. In 2010, around XXX of the
interurban and metro network base was controlled by mobile
operators and state-controlled fixed carriers (~XXX in South
Africa).

 This was a significant constraint on the terrestrial fibre
market, typically translating into high prices for terrestrial
fibre capacity, often higher than prices in the more
competitive international bandwidth market.

 Between 2012 and 2017, private fibrecos (including public-
private partnerships) laid out XXXXX of all new SSA
terrestrial fibre, dramatically changing the face of the
market. Today, these private fibrecos hold ~XXXX of SSA’s
established fibre base (vs. XXXX in 2012).

 Also noteworthy is the emergence of governments as key
fibre players, most notably outside of South Africa. as more
governments step in to compensate for what they perceive
as private sector failure in the terrestrial fibre segment.
Around XXX of African fibre outside of South Africa is now
held by institutions under the control of the state.

 Including PPPs, African governments now have a hand on
about XXXX of Africa’s terrestrial fibre, a development with
significant implications going forward.

Share of Fibre Networks by Provider Type – South Africa vs. Other SSA Markets – 2017 E

Incumbent tier 1 
players (Telkom’s 

Openserve, 
primarily) control 

XXX of SA’s 
established fibre; 
but the ~XXX held 

by private providers 
are transforming 

the market.

Governments 
directly control 
around XXX of 

established fibre 
outside of South 

Africa - ~XXX 
including PPPs

Outside of SA, XXX
now control ~XXX of 
the installed fibre –
a relatively stable 
contribution over 

the years
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The mobile leased fibre demand equation
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Charting Demand – From Total Sites to Leased Capacity Demand

2017 E

Total Sites/Towers

~ XXX ~ XXXX ~ XXXX

Fibre Sites Leased Metro Fibre Sites

2022 F* ~ XXXX ~ XXXX ~ XXXX

But the evolution of leased 
capacity demand will be a 

function of supply volumes and 
pricing, as well as the propensity 

of tier 1 mobile providers to 
outsource   

The overall fibre site 
requirements are seeing 
near-explosive growth

*These projections take a conservative stance on Nigeria
Source: Xalam Analytics estimates 

~ XXXXX

Leased Capacity Demand 
(STM-1 Equivalents)

~ XXXXX

Actual capacity requirements are 
growing even faster



Managed/Hybrid Access Open Access Self-Provisioning
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Not all the same – from open access to largely closed off
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*including fibre backbones and metro networks only.
Source: Xalam Analytics estimates

Terrestrial Installed Fibre by Model/Primary Purpose of the Networks – 2017 E

Primarily open access markets Predominantly hybrid or self-provisioning markets
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Where is the upside? A sample market review

Geographic Attractiveness Regulation/Competition Primary Demand Potential Secondary Demand Potential Backbone Impact Dark Fibre Availability Overall attractiveness

Geographic Attractiveness: Based on income, land area, # of metros with 250k pop
Regulation: overall openness to competition in the terrestrial fibre space
Primary demand: Propensity of Tier-1 players to outsource fibre capacity needs
Secondary demand: size of ISP, corporate segment, attractiveness for OTTs

Backbone Impact: whether backbone catalyzes growth, or reinforces a monopoly
Dark fibre:  availability of dark fibre in the open market
Overall attractiveness: Summary view; from the vantage point of a private investor

Negative impact

Mostly negative/unavailable

Mixed impact

Mostly positive
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African government backbones – who’s building, who’s financing
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Who’s Paying: African government backbones – Sources of FinancingWho’s Building: Overview map of Government-built African Terrestrial Backbones – 2017E

XXXX
accounts for ~XXX of 

African fibre 
backbone financing

African governments 
have put in XXXX of 
the financing; the 

balance is debt

Sources: Government data, press reports, Xalam Analytics estimates Sources: Government data, press reports
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Why doesn’t Nigeria have more fibre? The Rights of Way predicament
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Why doesn’t Nigeria have more extensive fibre infrastructure? The answer to this question is
complicated, a mix of market failure, local/state government short-sightedness, and failure of
leadership. But addressing this challenge will determine whether Nigeria continues to fall
behind on fibre – and ultimately, 4G and 5G. We have identified a number of key reasons.

 The predominant factor is XXXXX . Depending on the structure of the project, rolling out a
kilometer of backbone fibre in Nigeria is XXXXXX more expensive than in other Sub-
Saharan African markets. [……].

 In some states, RoW fees are among the highest in the world, reaching upwards of XXXX.
This would translate in deployment costs of XXXX per km; covering 1000 kms would cost
between XXXX and XXXX , an unworkable proposition for most providers.

 XXXXXX

 XXX

Rights of Way Rates in Sample Nigerian States

Ro
W

 p
er

 m
et

er
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Zambia terrestrial fibre: some fundamentals
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Metro Market Fundamentals

 XXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXXX

 XXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXXX

Regulation - State of Fibre Competition

 XXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXX
 XXXXXXXXXXXX

Key Routes

Lusaka
Possible diversity route 

through Angola – but Angola 
terrestrial is too pricey

To Mozambique: secondary 
route to subsea cable

To Zimbabwe, 
South AfricaTo Namibia, Botswana: primary 

route to subsea cables

Zambia Metros - +250,000 population
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Report Specs – 3 Budget Options
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Package delivered in PDF, Excel, 
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& 50 Charts & Visuals

A 10-Slide Executive Synopsis

40 Charts with underlying chart 
data in Excel format

Classic
PDF + Excel Charts + 
Corporate Licence

US$ 2,500
Package delivered in PDF, Excel, 

Winzip or Box, including:

Report in PDF – 120 pages
& 50 Charts & Visuals

A 10 Slide Executive Synopsis

40 Charts with underlying chart 
data in Excel format

1-month access to Xalam 
Terrestrial Fibre Dashboards (a 

$1250 value!)*

Premium
PDF + Excel Charts + Corporate 

Licence + 1 Month Access to 
Xalam Fibre Dashboards*

*10% online/credit card discount on all packages; subtracted at checkout.
*Applies to premium package reports purchased directly from Xalam Analytics only; all rights reserved. 



 A powerful, AWS-based, interactive 
visualization tool - that transforms how 
you see and absorb African market data

 Combining years of extensive research, 
data collection, African fibre and colo 
market analysis and modelling with the 
latest analytics technology

 Flexible access options – 30-day or one 
year – available as part of premium 
report package, or separately*

 See terrestrial fibre data at country, metro level
 Get full detail on estimated wholesale demand – total sites, 

4G/5G sites, fibre sites, data center demand and more
 Filter the data interactively, use maps to visualize metros
 Benchmark wholesale fibre market size and metro fibre pricing 

across 20+ markets

The analysis in this report is powered by the Xalam Africa terrestrial fibre dashboards

 Request a demo today – hello@xalamanalytics.com*Applies to premium package reports purchased directly from Xalam Analytics only; all rights reserved. 



Reimagining African tech market insights. 
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